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INTRODUCTION
GE’s healthymagination innovations are validated based on the proven level of contribution
towards GE’s healthymagination goals of enabling 15% reductions in cost and 15%
improvements in access to and quality of healthcare. Innovations, along with supporting technical
documentation, are submitted for validation to Oxford Analytica, whose independent network of
scholar experts uses a predefined scoring system to assess the strength of the evidence
supporting the innovation’s claims.
Automated Function Imaging Assessment
Automated Function Imaging (AFI) has been awarded healthymagination validation on Cost,
Access and Quality by Oxford Analytica and its external independent experts.
COST
AFI has the potential to reduce cost in comparison to SPECT when
evaluating Medicare costs. One study found that assessment with
AFI for global LV strain immediately after acute infarction may be a
useful tool to predict recovery of LV function, which could lead to
better disease management and allowing for early discharge of
i
patients. This level of predictive capacity compares favorably with
SPECT.

ACCESS
AFI has the potential to increase access for high-risk asymptomatic
aortic valve stenosis (AS) patients for whom exercise testing may
not be feasible (eg, elderly, diabetic, disabled or obese patients)
ii iii
because AFI can be performed at rest. ,

The average
Medicare cost of an
AFI assessment is
46% lower than
SPECT.i

AFI has the
potential to expand
access to care for
the subset of high
risk asymptomatic
AS patients who
cannot exercise or
who exercise
submaximally.

QUALITY
One study demonstrated that AFI offers potential in predicting mortality
iv
when compared to standard echo methods. According to Epstein et
al, “Additional risk stratification of patients with a reduced LVEF (Left
Ventricular Ejection Fraction) may improve patient selection for the ICD
v
(Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillator).” This can increase physicians’
ability to design proper treatments, for instance by helping to identify
which patients will require an ICD. Studies have shown that ICD use
vi
can reduce patient mortality by more than 15%. Additionally, a study
showed potential in prediction of cardiotoxicity in chemotherapy
vii
patients, through AFI analysis of LV function.
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AFI offered potential
in predicting
mortality in patients
with suspected LV
impairment
compared to
Ejection Fraction.iv
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